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...Even when you think your work doesn’t matter one whit

...Even when you feel uninspired

...Even when you feel worn out and lost  and might be 
   wondering why bother?
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Knock, knock.
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It will only work if you take the time to engage with these questions.

If you are going to scan this: stop now.

Or… allow yourself to care deeply and heed what you’re about to discover. 

Love,

Gandalf-Jen

Imagine Gandalf (or another mystical mentor) just knocked on the door of your

creative heart.

The following questions – a sort of a quiz – are exactly that: a knock. Give them

the same rapt attention you would a giant wizard with a flowing white beard and

a big ole’ staff barging in the front door of your hobbit hole.

Seriously. What you’re about to encounter has the power to unstick you --

starting now. 

But it will only work if you let yourself
care - deeply. 

Make Your Thing: Jettison Doubt & Create Out Loud Now

Hello lovely,

http://jenniferlouden.com/


Start at the first question and keep reading until you feel
a “YES!”

Then, once you can feel that “yes” ready to leap out of your 
mouth, take the offered action step. Right away. As in NOW. 

If you get to a “yes”, please, please do not keep reading. If 
you do, you’ll waste the energy you need to create.

Your first, only, and most
important instruction: 

Let ’ s begin...
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Have you been here before? Right now,
recall when. How many times have you
been here?

What if this is a natural phase in your unique creative process?

What if nothing’s wrong? 

Would relaxing help you move through it?

What if there were no such thing as stuck?

Check in: what happens in your body when you consider that? 

Write an email to a creative friend what you’ve done in the past that helped you

during this natural stage. A road trip, practicing hot yoga daily for a week, leaving

social media for a month, going away to work for a week. Be specific. 

Now, when will you give yourself what you need? Name the date. ___________

If you feel a “yes” TAKE THIS ACTION STEP:
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Grant yourself a chunk of time (at least two hours, but an entire day would be

sublime) away from people, technology, and your-to-do list. Take a long walk or

otherwise engage your body in rhythmic action, outdoors if possible. Then bow

to your wisest self. Ask her to show you what the project, and you as a creator,

need to continue. Indulge in being mystical. Consider letting her answer in your

journal through your non-dominant hand. 

Now, when will you give yourself one thing your wisest self suggested? Name the

date. ______

Is there an inkling, an intuition, about
what needs to shift - in your idea or
your work process - that you haven’t
fully settled down and listened to?

If you feel you’re disregarding your own
knowing, TAKE THIS ACTION STEP:
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You are if you believe finishing your project will prove something about you

(positive or negative), gain you someone’s approval, or protect you from

someone’s criticism.

Face your work - the computer, the notebook, the easel, the music stand - and

say aloud: “I love you and want you to flourish. But you are not me. I am not my

work. You come through me but you exist separately from me.”

If you need to put your work into perspective,
TAKE THIS ACTION STEP:

Are you confusing finishing a project
with being a worthwhile human?
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When you think, ‘This is too hard’ put your hand on your heart (this is calming 

to your mammalian brain) and recall a time you stuck with something that was

hard: a long run, a difficult conversation, sitting with a dying friend, studying for

a hard test. Focus on the ‘staying with it feeling’ not the “I’m so happy it’s over”

feeling. Savor how it felt to persevere for about a minute. Then ask yourself,

“What’s my next simplest step?” Do it now. 

And if you’re a writer, look me up on TikTok where I share fun, wise and sassy

videos to inspire you.

Of course it’s hard. Why wouldn’t it be? Creating something new is, most days,

like gardening in the Colorado soil around my home - you need a pick ax, a strong

back, and a lot of compost to make it work. 

If you too often get side-swiped by the natural
difficulties of creating, TAKE THIS ACTION
STEP: 

Are you telling yourself “This is
too hard?”
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Give yourself weekly, even daily, markers that you know, no matter what, you can

fulfill. Make them specific and dependable only on you on a very average day.

When you find yourself getting overwhelmed by timelines or scale or the scope

of your idea, remind yourself, “I only have to do what I said I would do today.”

Remind yourself you are the worst judge of your own work or progress and

instead of assessing how you did, pay attention to the action you took.

For more pointers, check out this blog post.

The big picture should be assessed from time to time AND ignored the rest.

When I did my first half-marathon at 54, I did not pay attention to the mile

markers because I quickly learned if I wasn’t where I thought I was, I wanted to

quit. 

If you frequently try to eat your whole project
with your tiny mouth, TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 

Are you trying to “eat the elephant” of
your project all at one time? Are you
looking at the big picture too often?
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The pace you’re demanding of yourself is stopping you from making the

progress you could be making if you embraced how you are working and where

you are in your life. 

Cut your expected work time or output drastically. If you demand of yourself

1000 words a day, cut that to 200. If you demand you work 7 days a week, cut

that to 3. Then measure what you actually do over a month. Notice if it is more or

less than before. Notice if you’re enjoying yourself more or less than before. If so,

what exactly are you enjoying about it? Not enjoying about it?

I call these teeny tiny containers. 

Are you expecting yourself to work
faster than you can, given the nature of
the project or the reality of your life?

If you think you’re behind, TAKE THIS
ACTION STEP: 
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Promise to donate $10 to a cause you abhor every time you talk about your work,

outside of working with a coach or in a formal support or critique group.

Announce your promise publicly and pledge to send the receipt if anyone busts

you.

It’s tantalizing to hear yourself spin your idea and have others ohh and ahh, but if

that becomes a substitute for creating, it will keep you super-glue stuck. 

If you talk more than work, TAKE THIS
ACTION STEP: 

Do you talk more about your project
than work on your project?
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If you get drained by the idea that your work may
not matter, TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 

Art making is a grace of faith. As an artist, you’ll never be in control of how your

work lands or the impact it has. Can you live with that? 

Define what “matters” means to you. What would be enough for you? Then name

20 ways you could influence the possibility that kind of mattering could happen

without insisting that it does. Because it won’t. Something different will. What

matters is you’re in action, building a bridge to what matters.

You might also enjoy this podcast episode

Are you afraid your project won’t
matter?
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Create effigies of these voices: small collages, faces drawn on rocks, paper

mache figures, whatever appeals. Name them - mine are Mrs. Miller, Todd from

film school, and my 5th grade art teacher. Take a moment next time you worry

what others might say to physically turn them to the wall or put them outside of

your work space, saying, “You no longer have any power over me. You will never

determine my future.” 

Also check out this interview with beloved best-selling author Sue Monk Kidd

when she talks about how she got everyone else out of her head and kept

writing.

This fear is coming from internalized voices from your past: a parent, a teacher, a

boss, or a toxic combo. These voices have no power in your life now. None. Zip. 

If you give these voices power, TAKE THIS
ACTION STEP:

Are you so terrified of what others
might say about your work you
can’t finish? 
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• What is your name?

• What gender are you?

• What do you look like?

• How do you alert me you are around and active? 

• How have did you come to be? 

• What do you want for yourself? 

• How would you like to help me finish this project?

We all have internal critical voices. It’s your job as a creator to become skillful at

listening to these voices without allowing them to run your show. 

Interview the loudest critical voice about this project. Ask the following questions

to your critic, answering with your non-dominant hand: 

If you believe the “this is going to suck” voice,
TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 

Are you believing internal voices that
say this is going to suck?

Here’s a blog post about me and how I handled reading bad reviews of my last

book Why Bother? 
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This is from my writing programs. Write a letter to one person (someone you

know or someone you imagine would love your project) using this prompt: I’m

writing to you today to tell you why I’m creating _______…” Write for 10 minutes

without stopping, keeping in mind the other person. End your letter using this

prompt “More than anything else, here’s what I want you to know: ________.”

Sometimes you lose your way because you don’t have a reader, buyer, or end 

user clearly in mind. Creative people often resist this step because it feels too

limiting (just one person - eek!) or because it makes the fact you’re creating for

someone other than yourself far too real. The truth is, having one person in mind

is unbelievably freeing and motivating once you embrace it.

Do you know who you’re
creating for? 

If you’re stuck because you don’t know who your
work is for, TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 
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Again, knowing this - without knowing if it will ever happen or if your end user

will have a totally different experience - becomes a beacon to navigate

toward. 

Make a list of five outcomes you want someone to experience from taking in

your work. This may take you some time and you may feel like an imposter as

you make it. The more it makes you sweat and your heart soar, the better. That

usually means you’re onto something.

If you’re unsure of the value your project holds for
the people you share it with, and it’s stopping you
from moving forward, TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 

What do you hope your project will do
for the people you share it with?
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Discovering or cobbling together the right structure for your work can be the

difference between wandering in the soggy swamp of a half-completed

project and crafting something you can’t wait to share. 

 

Go structure hunting. If you’re writing a book, sit down with 5 similar books.

Study their table of contents. Notice how content is organized: Are the chapters

short? Do they have titles? Are they dated? Alternating protagonist -

antagonist? If you’re creating a course curriculum, study courses you’ve taken

for how they were presented, the mix of information, exercises offered, etc.

Income streams, photography shows, retreats, musical scores, books: they all

have existing structures you can borrow, combine, and pour your wisdom and

content into. 

If you have the ideas but not knowing what
form to take is holding you back, TAKE THIS
ACTION STEP:

Are you unsure about the best
form for your project?
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If you panic at the thought of taking a break from your project, TAKE THIS

ACTION STEP: 

Ask yourself the wonderful question, “What’s fresh here now?“ and see what

you hear. Here’s how I used the question after a four year project flopped and

a subsquent book proposal got passed on by my book agent. 

If you told yourself, “Taking a break
from this project is temporary, like
everything is temporary” what shifts
for you? 
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Write down all “the other ideas” in a nice notebook or give each idea its own

index card. Bless each idea with “I will spend time with you after this project is

loved into completion.” Sometimes I like to put my ideas on note cards and

then put them in a pretty box. This way I’ve honored them, given them a home,

and assured myself that I’ll be able to find them when I’m ready.

Every creative knows the siren call of “the new.” For me, it arrives just past the

halfway mark of any project. It seductively whispers, “I will be so much more fun

and way easier than this one.” 

If you get seduced by “the new”, TAKE THIS
ACTION STEP: 

Do you keep starting new projects
instead of finishing this one?
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Complete this prompt 50 times (yes 50 and repeating yourself is totally okay).

Finishing matters because… 

You might like this podcast episode about sticking with and finishing

projects.

Is that okay with you? It may well may be and you may be struggling to finish this

project because that’s the “responsible” or “smart” thing to do. 

Do you keep pinging between projects,
unable to commit to this one?

If you ping from project to project, TAKE THIS
ACTION STEP: 
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If you stop yourself from experiencing things
just for fun, TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 

This is such a hard one for me, making regular time to take in a wide variety of

creative adventures and experiences just for fun. But every time I neglect to, I

dry up. 

Blend up a creative joy jump shot of fun, adventure, and play. Be extravagant in

what you imagine - forget cost and time. Put it away for a day. Then read it and

give yourself one item on the list. Do this instead of work on your project. Repeat

every day - even if only for 5 minutes - until you plump up with creative ju-ju. Only

then go back to work.

When was the last time you filled your
creative well to overflowing?
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It’s easy for outside influences and “shoulds” to creep in and highjack your

original spark of creation. When I wrote my first book proposal, I wrote it the

way I thought I should and nobody wanted to buy it. I rewrote it as I had first

conceived it and two publishers wanted to buy it and the book -- The

Woman’s Comfort Book-- it was a huge success. 

Relax. Then go back in time to when you conceived of your idea. The very first

inkling. What did you see, hear, feel? Savor that moment. Explore it. Now, what, if

anything, needs to change about the project to align with its conception? 

Could you be putting getting a gold star
or outside approval ahead of doing this
project the way you really want to do it? 

If you find yourself wondering how someone else
might want you to shape your project, TAKE
THIS ACTION STEP: 
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Have the hard conversation, the good long cry, or lean back into trusting you will

go on to create again and then: end this project.  Shadow goals and should

projects get no more space in your life.

If you’re continuing because you “owe” it to others, it’s time for an honest

conversation. If you’re continuing because “I’ve invested so much already,” it’s

time to forgive yourself, remember that little in life is wasted, and to consider

the lost opportunity costs if you do continue. If you’re afraid no better idea will

come along, please have a good laugh at yourself. You have more ideas than you

will ever bring to life. Trust that. 

Are you continuing with your project
because you said you would even
though you want to quit?

If you want to quit but you keep pushing
forward anyway, TAKE THIS ACTION STEP:
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What are your basic needs? A daily walk in nature? Eight hours of sleep?

Cuddling with your animals? Eating fresh veggies? Make a list. These won’t

be exciting but they are essential. Next, notice which of these basics are

you neglecting? Give yourself at least one of those neglected basics today.

The greater the risks we take, the more healthy self-care we need. But when

we run into trouble or get stuck, we often believe the exact opposite, that

pushing ourselves or heckling ourselves will help us get through it. 

Are you caring for yourself truly
and deeply? 

If you know you’re not giving yourself the
daily love you deserve, TAKE THIS ACTION
STEP:
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If you think you might be using self-care as a way
to avoid the hard work of creating, TAKE THIS
ACTION STEP: 

Yes self-care is essential, but sometimes we use it to hide behind actually

putting in the hours and we then confuse not working enough with being stuck

or lost. 

Tally up how many hours you worked in the last two weeks on your project. Tally

up how many times you went to yoga, to lunch with friends, didn’t work because

you were too stressed, read books, or attended classes to learn how to do your

project (rather than doing it). Without judging yourself, is there a shift you want

to make? Who could you share this shift with so it becomes more tangible? 

Are you privileging self-care over
your project?
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If fear of failure is your constant companion,
TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 

If you knew you could not fail,
would you move forward? 

Define failure for yourself. Can you live with that outcome? Now define failure

that doesn’t involve anybody else’s reactions, actions, or criticisms - only yours.

What, if anything, shifts?
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Answer this question: Is it possible you know your next step forward even if I

failed to mention it? If you didn’t need to know more than that, what would you

do right now?

Now, let me ask you, what are
you waiting for?

It’s very possible I failed to name or help you
pinpoint your particular flavor of stuck. If so,
TAKE THIS ACTION STEP: 

What haven’t I covered with these
questions?
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Jennifer Louden is a personal growth pioneer

who helped launch the concept of self-care with 

her first bestseller, The Woman’s Comfort Book,

 published in 1992. Since then, she’s written eight 

additional books on well-being and creative living, 

including The Woman’ s Retreat Book and The Life 

Organizer, with close to a million copies of her books sold in nine languages. 

Jennifer has spoken around the U.S., Canada, and Europe, and has written a

national magazine column for a Martha Stewart magazine. She’s been profiled or

quoted in dozens of major magazines; two of Brené Brown’s books, Daring

Greatly and Dare to Lead; and appeared on hundreds of TV, radio shows and

podcasts—even on Oprah.

Her latest book is Why Bother? Discover the Desire for What’s Next has more than

500 5-star reviews on Amazon. 

Jennifer has been teaching workshops and retreats since 1992 and creating

online learning experiences since 1999. She became a creativity and writing

coach in 2001 and now works with writers and creators on crystallizing their

signature idea and getting their work launched. 

She hosts the popular podcast Create out Loud from her home in Boulder

County, Colorado where she lives with her husband Bob and their two dogs,

Stuart and Willa. She’s a mom of two fully launched adults and a passionate

climate activist. 

About Jen
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TWEET: I just read @jenlouden’s “How to Follow Through on Your Creative Project”

& I’m feeling less stuck and more hopeful already:

https://jenniferlouden.com/your-creative-desire

What ’ s Next?
If you loved this book and it served you in some
way, I would be honored if you’d share it with the
creative women in your life.
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FB POST: Do you ever wonder why you’re not able to complete your creative

projects? Get @jenlouden’s “Create out Loud: Get Unstuck and into Flow" and not

only will you discover the triggers that are keeping you stuck, you’ll get strategies

for clearing the sucky stuckness out right away:

https://jenniferlouden.com/your-creative-desire

click to tweet

And subscribe to my podcast Create Out Loud wherever you listen to podcasts

or catch up on past episodes at my website!

click to post
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